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The nClodulogical and theoretical iSEIX3 to bo dfrous;2,,d in this pap3r

have been saleoted in an atLempt to argue fo:,: increased sophistication in

present task analysis c:Lniques--a soplastl.cs:Lion that would n , only

1-.!cult In the unlvariant a.l.alysis of task'_ structure but in the ir,u1i,Teriant

analysis of rcla!Lod cog, :five process and per,,on.F,logical variable :. as wal.

Such interatia has been suggested for resea-,-ch in the past; r..cst notably

by Cronbach (1957), Melton (1964,1967), and Jensen (1967); and night 1,3

characterized by a. shift in our theoretical hese from S-R theory to Z-R

assoclation and infornation processing theory.

Task analysis, as curnint17/ defined in the literature, se,-:71s to operate

on the a,.:uption that learninc is a uni...ariant process. A roprc6entative

task p_nalysi3 bibljography woaJ d inciude tcpic,7 frcn the we of locic tr:,-

teaching armed serv2.oe3 accounting procedures (Hickey, 1964) to a complex

analylis of e. hierarcha.1 ].earning task in sol-,e, science or lathematics

content area (Gagne, 1973; Terrill, 1965). The basic as:unption that sees

to ooerate it that: :01 7tniv-"d1;n1 dl,"'72!-.,s can ho ecreli7ed. 17 a

1Frcseaed at the As3.0ciatie!,1 for E(lantio:.al

Alnual Con:eAtion, Philsjelphia, Fennsylania, Vz,rch 21-26, 191.
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:coro17qh end ert2lically dete=lned ask otr ac1:1)re ,:rhich is used in the

determination of e. well Lies ironed and.._sellentiv. validated ?earninc.;

sequence. A learner, typically, proceeds stcp-by-step to criterion. If

a stage in the learning is not achieved, the learne:r goes back through

the loop (or branches) until mastery is achieved. It is a reediation

model, with time as the equalizer of individual differences.

We are arguing for the position that learning is a :rultiveran process

and that "task analysis" should include an analysis of the learning task,

the cognitive processes which affect the acquisition of the learning task

and the personalogical variables which may interact with the task and/or

process of acquisition. The basic assumption operating here is: Effective

and efficient le.aynin:* l'ill,_ultimatelv:. be achie-red 12 :analvsis in the afore-

mentioned areas and instnIctional soouenccs and strats which are vli.date(1

on different suboopulations of indi.vidral. A more complex medlational ?,Ode?.

is suggested where a learner may proceed through quite different treatments

wi,Lch affect different psychological functions (mediators) augnenting the

:arse mental. processes (and subsequent. RIO for different kinds of learners.

Using the notion of "learning to learn" defined by Harlow (although

perhaps with greater liberty than he would advise); the learner, when con-

fronted with a novel task,nus'6 learn to learn by countering his own past

history with those tasks set before him. He brings his own strategies and

ways of viewing the world to bear on the task. In the univarient rene-

diation model, the uniqueness of the learner is not taken Into account.

It'is observed only in time to criterion and previous learning, both of

which vary across individuals to the extent that individuals must remcdiate.
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I-31,t as we begin. to look at multivariant process variables, we can account

for tine to criterion variance ia terT.21 of differential cogLitive processes

by preference or compensation (Snow, 1970), interacting personalogical

variables and, of course, the more conventional notion of previous learning.

What are the benefits to be derived? Once we begin to look at the

interaction of process and task, both inter- and infra-individually, our

analyses of tasks will accommodate individual differences wrong sub-populations

of learners by providing a theoretical base for differentiated prescription

of treatments and, in addition, give us a start, on the most perplexing

problem of deriving instructional treatments directly from our analyses.

We doubt that few developers would disagree kith th3 proposition that design

of strategies or treatments is largely an intuitive process. At best,

treatments are perfocted after several trial-revision cyolE.s. Through

validation we are probably "strong anaing" individual differences much to

our clients' detrimeat. The link between our theoretical analysis and full

specification of strategies seems to be at an advanced stage of folk art.

Time to criterion as our dependent variable can theoretically be aug-

mented by acquisition of multiple mediating responses in the individual

learner as he'achieves criterion. New directions in task analysis should

thus specify not only the required tasks but also the nature of the mediating

processes at each stage of acquisition for specified sub-populations. Such

inquiry might well proceEd in the manners suggested by Y.elton (1967), Salomon

(1971) and Glanzer (1967). With respect to ihplicit methodological concern

for inter- and intra-task measurenent, Snow (1966) has provided us an excellent

introduction to the case for the multivarief^ calpination of response co74plexity

in the learner during acquisition. Anderson (1967) speaks of the need for
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factor analytic techniques for the purpose of revealing patterns in which

skills load. on tasks, and their relative importance. The backward learning

curves of Zeamen and House (1967) offer en interesting technique. And Alvord

(1969) demonstrates the use of intra-task measures in a study of indivYual

differences in concept attainment and transfer. The Cronbach and Snow (1969)

monograph is surely one of the most useful resources at hand for refining a

methodology and taking us toward our goal, as is Bracht's (1969,1970) review and
comments on aptitude treatment interaction research.

On the other hand, however, you might well question the pragmatism of

the multivariant process approach recornded. here when basic research is

just beginning to shed light on and bring improveents in the analysis of

learning tasks from the univariant point of view (Resnick, 1969).

Our rationale can be stu.lrerized by three basic propositions, partially

advanced above. I. Recent research rather clearly demonstrates that learaing

in several kinds of tasks is a riultivariant phenomena, (Reference here is to

studies just cited.) The success with univariant analysis techniques are

probably a function of considerable validity in the analysis of the task

structure, but that individual differences are being leveled by 'strong

arming'. them in the univariant remediation loop or branching models of

sequencing. III. There will, ultimately, be a savings in the developmental/

research activities of our colleagues when err analysis procedures encompass

and consequently account for differences in cognitive process and personalogical

variables.

If the task we have set before us appears foniidable, it is. However,

we suggest that our proposal has implications for a specific donain of learning.

The instructional developer need not despair so long as he can determine in

which domain he is operating, and can specify the appropriate analytical tools
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for its analysis. The problen appears when the distinction between these

domains has not been properly clarified and instructional developers proceed

to use traditional analysis procedures, often with disappointing and incon-

sequential results.

Task Analvsis, Trainin7 and Education

Task analysis has been a systematic proses historically, contrived to

specify training goals and conditions, and is not necessarily adequate to

specify the same for other aspects of education where cognitive variables

differ qualitatively. Conventionally, task analysis is eployed where rele-

vant stimuli and responses are known, the problen is defined, and tasks are

structured to fit the problem. Unfortunately, many of the goals of formal

educatlen, and the associated subject matter, make isolation of stimuli and

associated responses very difficult without being arbitrary. An alternative

should give emphasis to analysis of content assimilation and the associated

behavior of the learner, and stress the simultaneous analysis of content,

learner variables, and behavior to seek interactions.

It is not the purpose of this paper to perform .,q1 in-depth review of

the task analysis literature. However, it is interestinE; to note the lack

of consensus on the definition of task analysis. Gagne (1974) describes

task analysis as a process following the soecificatien of objectives which

results in the identification of behavioral classes and their conditions

for enabling learning. Miller (1962a), on the other hand, emits immediate

concern for conditions and places emphasis on the behavioral requirements

.oftask descriptions. Chensoff and Folley (19(5) give task analysis a very

narrow definition and view it as the process which producas task descriptions

characterized in terrs of both behavioral and non-behavioral attributes.
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Almost of necessity, task analysis has been built on "real-world"

implementations and heuristics, growing out of the need efficiently

train men to interact frith machines and/or personnel. subsystems. Typically,

inforration relevant to the fomulation of valid training objectives, instruc-

tional condij.iens and techniques is gathered from the skilled opera'Lor or

master performer working within the system being analyzed. 5-1 rotes has

been considerably refined in recent decades by bringing the behavioral psy-

chologist to bear on the development of reliable systems analysis. The result

has been nu,T,erous attempts to codify response classes (Miller, 1962a&b; Bloom,

1956; Krathwohl, 1964) and oonditions for eliciting ',hem (Gagne, 1963,1965).

Task analysis, then, has been typically associated with training. The

association has led one investigator to define very narrow parameters for training.

Del Schalock (1969) views psychomotor tasks as the predominant doain of

training. At another extreme, Arnett and Duncan (1969) suggest the defining

features of training as any instructional process generated by specific state-

of objectives gained through task performance observation.

To make any fine distinction between training and education is super-

fluous to the goal of this paper. Certainly, there i3 considerable o7erlapping.

However, it will be necessary to place these activities in relational positions

along a continuo-:. Recalling the position stated earlier regarding the possible

mismatch of task analysis and certain educational domains, along what variables

can this lack of congruence be isolated? The following discussion will offer

two variables, content and behavior, which can perhaps easily be accused of

being overly simplistic. How,,;:ver, an effort has been nadn to achieve sufficient

generality so that they nay include finer discriminations of more esoteric

models.
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Content does not exist in a vacuum and therefore can only be considered

in relation to the cognitive structure of the learner or the "master," which

are quite different animals, There is no such thing as content in "pure" or

nominal for, because it is generated by, stored in, and retrieved fro an

individualls unique cognitive structure which is a function of past experience.

Task analysis treats content as though it did exist in nominal form. This

approach does have legitimacy if the content is not significantly affected

by unique or subjecti-me cognitive processes.

The Gagne hierarchy attempts to structure knowledge based on logical

interconnections, and by this criteria achieve a hierarchy is nominal

and essentially free of personalogical differences. Instructional sequence

is then based on the objectives and conditions generated by the hierarchy.

But attempts to employ this strategy have raisA some interesting observations.

Witness the too frequent studies which failed to show any consistent superiority

of logically ordered presentations over scrambled or random presentations

(reviewed by Popham, 1970). The point to be gained here is perhaps the fol

lowing. The nominal sequence is analagou.s to averaged data. It describes

the general situation but not the specific or unique. The nominal sequence

then holds no special isomorphism with all cognitive structures of all indi

vidual learners. Whether the presented sequence is nominal or scrambled,

the individual learner must reorganize it to "fit" his own structure given

his unique set, cognitive strategies and aptitudes. Although the nominal

order may "fit" with little variance the structures cf those who have rrastered

the content area, there is little or no guarantee that the naive learner can

make the sane accoz=dation during the learning of that content. Mediating

7
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processes ..pique to the learner nust "transfor,:i" encoded i :ifornation to be

meaningful perhaps in the sense hypothesized by Denlyne (1965). Such con-

siderations have perhaps led systems analysts Annett and Duncan to conclude

that tasks "may always be analyzed into a hierarchy of categories, but that

the relative position of the categories must be expected to vary (1969, p. 12) ."

14hat is the nature of content that would lead an instructional developer

to hypothesize multiple hierarchies? One i;eans for describing the nature of

content is along a continuum extending from "fornal" to "thematic" (Glaser,

1966). On the basis of an earlier distinction propsed by Skinner, content

lies in cognitive repertoires that are assimilated as formal or thematic. A

formal repertoire is characterized by point-topoint correspondence between

S's and R's. Examples include content associated with dictation, beginning

reading, or operating a simple machine. In terns of Gagne's taxonomy, formal

repertoires would be exhibited in behavior classes I through V. In the thematic

repertoire, S's and R's are associated via intervening variables acting as

mediating responses and stimuli. Melton's multi-process model of associative

learning (a multivariate approach) appears 1.7.necliately applicable here (1967,

Cronbach e,f. Snow, 1969). There is no foral, or one-to-one correspondence

between S's and R's during learning. We cannot directly nap R's on S's across

learners. Examples would fall under Ausubsl's meaningful verbal learning and

content reflected by Gagne's: classes VI and VII. Content thus lies on a con-

tinuum from "formal" to "the:-atic." Placement of content toward the thematic

end increases the need for recognition of differentiated mediating variables

and thus the complex nature of the interaction of content and cognitive

structure, Therefore, to the extent that task analysis leads us toward a

nominal learning structure, free of variance resulting from unique mediating

variables, the more we appear io be in the tradition of training. Training

becomes generally confined to content dealing with the "formal" end of the

contimnam.

8
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As with content, an attempt will be made to pl'.ace behavior on a continuum.-

At one end we can specify behavior which is essentially procedural and di-

rectly observed. Behavior fellows a linear sequence of specified events and

continues along a narrow path to discrete action tylically having United

obsorvelae consequences (Carpenter, 1968). Exardples range fro-. tracking tasks

in the psychomotor domain to adding colums of digit:' in the cogaitiv=, domain.

At the other end of the continuum lies behavior which concerns manipulation of

principles in novel situations, problem solving, or Bro:ger refers to as

"going beyond the information given (1957)." It is .bhavio?: hiving high trans-

ferability and is task-general unlike procedural behe ior. 1:13 knculedge

associated with the behavior must be inferred.

Given the content and behavior variables just de Ined, the following

figure can he constructed. It is recognized that suc a. representation can

be accused of gross over - simplification, however its intellt is to provide a

parsimoniuos and hopefully useful rneumonic for the iftirposes of ths presentation.

IS

thematic
C

0

N
T

E
N
T

n

tV

r. lir.

ts

formal procedure . princa?le

BEHAVIOR

Figure 1. The Analysis Domains
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It is in this "formal-procedural" domain that current task analysi

techniques seem to be appropriate. As we move into the "theratic-problem

solving" domain, our current analyses are likely to have less and less pay off.

And it is in this area that we must begin to consider those arguments presented

earlier for going beyond S-P, based approaches in our development. It means

moving toward analysis techniques that are truly learner-centered, as opposed

to performer task-centered. Typically, task analysis is performer-centered.

We observe or obtain self-reports from the performer as our main source of

information concerning the tasks and their sequence. But as mentioned before

in our discussion of sequencing, that perfors.ex-centered structure may not

be the ideal structure for the naive learner. The performer decodes informa-

tion that has been fully and meaningfully subsumed resulting in a more or less

nominal r.-Lracture. But it is the naive learner's posi.cion to have to encode

information meaningfully, and meaningfulness is a function of that learner's

history as a learner, that is his mediating process, strategies, and aptitudes.

As the learner progresses toward mastery, and his ability to encode and decode

approaches a way similar to that of the performer, he will begin to assume

that nominal structure as the need for tnique mediating variables become less

useful and necessary for understanding. But during learning, or more appro-

priately, during that phase of learning to learn in a new content area, the

learner's structure is hypothesized to be something quite different than the

externally represented, perforrer-centered, nominal stricture. Isomorphism

obtains over time. It is this argument that leads us to the need for what

we might call learner-centered task antaysis which would provide us techniques

for accommodating individual differences in cogrlAme processing characteristics

10
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among sub-po.dations of learners. Required will be the merging of task and

process taxonomies with special recognition of their interactions. Cur task

analyses in this domain would thus specify the task in its must molecular

form, and those experiences which would specify either compensatory nediational

processes for our learner sub-populations or experiences which would capitalize

on preferred madiational processes, aptitudes or abilities.

Before continuing on to describe a specific instance of the application

of our modified model of task analysis, it would be well to review, in brief

form, some of the cliaracteristics and analysis requirements of the two domains.

Table 1. Comparison of Analy,sis Techniotws

FormalProce;furql Domain Thematic-Princiole Dwain

Characteristics

task-specific

low transfer

nominal structure isomorphic with
learner structure

low S-R mediation

dEscriptive

tcsk oriented (performer
pendent-centered)

S-.1( theory base (univariant

orientation)

task-general

high transfer

nominal structure not isomorphic
with learner structure

high S-R mediation

Analysis Reraire-ients

descriptive and prescriptive for
learner sub-population

learner-dependmt

S-R association or information
processing theory base (multi-
variant orientation)

nominal hierarchy and sequence differentiated hierarchy and
sequence

11
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Formal-Procedural Domain ThematicPrinciple Domain

Analysis Requirements (Continued)

analysis of entry- behavior analysis of cognitive process, dif-
ferentiated interacting aptitudes,
and entry behavior

population-general personalogical sub-population specific personalogical
variables variables

learner-general instructional sub-population specific instructional
treatments treatments

Analysis Types and Application

Now, how is such an analysis to be performed? Certainly our knowledge base

for such analysis is in the Dark Ages. The study of individual differences and

mediating proces, in verbal learning in the laboratory ha, certainly revived

in recent years but application of what little we know from the laboratory to

the developmental field is elusive.

The following procedures seem to be suggested although not necessarily in

the order indicated.

Type I. Specification of an appropriate cognitive process. Cronbach and

Snow have observed that Melton's multi - process model seems to offe.. a parsimonious

explanation for most of the aptitude- treatment- interactions they have reviewed.

The verbal loop hypothesis (Glanzer, 1967) has been used with sore success by

Salomon. Also, Salomon (197.L) has recently suggested five a'ditional process

models. Empirical verification is a difficult uriertaking. Careful analysis

of the hypothesized mediators and observation of the intra-task behavioral

correlates Ee to offer most premise. Careful control in the specification

12
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and validation of treatments could result in confirmation of the network of

hypothesized mediators. McGuire (1961) has suggested some creative approaches

to this problem. It should be noted that anecdotal observation of individual

learners and introspection are useful tools to be considered as well.

Type II. Task structure analysis. Given the previous analysis, it is

possible that the more conventional task structure analysis would be appro-

priate. The familiar -tchnique of starting with criterion behavior and asking

the question, "What does the learner need to know to . . . .?" This logical

analysis should be complimented with the newer scaling techniques (Resnick, 1369)

for examining the efficacy of the task structure. As noted previously, it is

conceivable that two or more task structures could be hypothesized for dif-

ferent sub-populations of learners. It is assumed that the appropriateness of

the sequence would be learned in validation.

Type III. Analysis of the contribution of aptitude measures on task

performance. The use of memory or rote factors should be included in nearly

all analysis. Recent research by Stake (1961), Allison (1960), and Duncanson

(1964), etc., have demonstrated independent memory factors contributing to

performance across a wide variety of tasks (suggesting more serious attention

to mnemonics and other "memory aids" in complex tasks). In addition, other

aptitude measures should be selected in terms of the relevance to the Type I

analysis. Multivariant empirical analysis could proceed in conjunction with

both Type I and Type II analyses. The aptitude measures could be factors

analyzed in conjunction with the variation e behavior across the learning

structure in Type II analysis or across the learning performance data in

Type I analysis. The nultivariant analysis ,:an be modeled after the research

of Stake (1961) and Allison (1960) and Duncanson (1964). Intra- and post-task

13
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learning performance data, memory and other personalogical variables could be,

simultaneously, examined across the specific tasks to be analyzed. Fleishman's

(1966) work in the psychomotor domain could offer some promise for cognitive

learning. The generic questions to be asked would include:

1. What aptitudes contribute to the ter final learning perfom!lance and

efficiency?.

2. What aptitudes contribute to intra-task perforwance?

3. How do learning and aptitude measures cluster?

The results of these analyses would suggest which aptitudes are uni-

variantly and differentially relevant at various points in the task structure.

This inforration could, also, be used in relation to Type I analysis. The

differential relationship of aptitudes across different treatments would tend

to prove or disprove the hypothesized relationships between and among mediators.

strategies will more directly follow from the analysis (Salomon, 1970).

These three types of analyses will, of course, be difficult to apply in

a large number of developmental situations. However, the intent of this

paper is to recommend an enlarged view of the analysis procedure and thus

encourage appropriate research and the imaginative developer.

A recent study by Schwen (1969) demonstrates some of the procedures

recommended above. The study was built on the work of Yerrill (1965,1967).

Eerrill has utilized an artificial science to examine the efficiency of

various types of sequencing strategies.

Through a series of well controlled studies, he manipulated several

sequence variables (developed fro:1 a complex hierarchical learning task).

Presentation frames (P-frames) carry the primary information load and

were keyed to the task structure. In the event of an error, a Spe:ific

14
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Review frame (SR-frame) provided a problem review directly related to the

specific problem missed. A General Review frame (GR-frame) provided the

relevant principle for examination.

In an overly simplified manner, Merrillls or can be summarized by

the generalization: In a hierarchical learning task, specific review is

superior to general review particularly in respect to time to criterion

measures.

It should be noted that the Type II task analysis procedure used by

Merrill is a highly advanced and sophisticated example of analysis in the

wiivariait case.

Schwen observed that, over a series of studies, a control groups'

achievement scores were the same as the experimental groups'. The control

group treatment involved the use of presenting the summary principles of

the science to the learner for pre -study and then branching the student

through a oriteriontest with specific review

In nimmary, the two treat rents can be =Tared in the following manner:

Experimental Group Control Group

Instructions Instructions

Nothing Comparable Summary Principles

ID- Frame S-R Frame Sequence Nothing Comparable

Criterion Test - Integrated With Criterion Test With Specific Review
Above - No Review in Test

Retention Test Retention Test

Cronbach and Snow (1969) have observed that NSDIs or equal neans on

learning measures might very well suggest a disordinal interaction between

treatments and some personalogical variables, particularly when the treatments

15
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appear to be affecting different cognitive mediators.

In this ,case Schwen hypothesized a cognitive preference model where field

independent learners would perform better in the control. group treatment.

Field independent learners are quite analytic and spatially oriented. They

seem to be able to operate with a minimum of contextual information and still

achieve. Also, the construct is related to more flexible personality styles

and it L, not related to vocabulary or mathematic portions of IQ tests.

On the other hand, field dependent learners are less analytic, more

dependent on the stimulus situation for organizing context and they tend

to be less flexible.. The rich, highly organized and structured experimental

treatment seemed to be suited to this group of learners. It is useful to

note that neither of the learner groups is considered better or worse

(smarter - dumber, etc.).

Post-test data was the primary dependent variable in the Schwen study.

However, intra-task data was collected and is being analyzed Lt this time.

In this particular case, the intra-task data of interest is the error rate

and time to sub-criterion measures related to aptitude constructs. For

example, a higher error rate and more time to criterion is expected from

field dependent subjects in the control group. The opposite is predicted

for field independent subjects in the experimental group.

The data from the Schwen study can be syrImarized in the following manner:

Learning

Experimental

0

Field Dependent Field Independent
F=1.12 p=.64

Figure 2. Summary of Schwen Data

Learning

16

Experimental.

Vocabulary
F=1.96 p=.16
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Obviously, the original hypothesis was not confirmed. The relationship between

the aptitude and learning was significant for the control group alone.

The post hoc analysis, using a vocabulary measure, produced data that

may be of use in future experimentaLi on.

If the relationship can be enhanced producing a significant disordinel

interaction, it would seem that a compensatory model would be suggested.

Under these circumstances the experimental group would seem to be providing

appropriate practice in stimulus differentiation (Melton, 1967) for those low

in vocabulary aptitude. The control group would be providing the minimal

amount of instruction needed for those high on the vocabulary aptitude.

This example does not demonstrate the wide variety analyses that are

possible or deSirable. However, the major classes of analyses are represented.

Type I analysis can be observed in Schwents hypothesizing about the cognitive

processes. More advanced analyses could have been performed by correlating

the selected aptitude measures with the observable mediator related behaviors

within the task.

Type II analysis was primarily performed by Merrill. It should be

noted, however, that an examination of the task structure has not been re-

ported in the literature. The strength of the Merrill studies lies in the

validation of the sequence.

One aspect of Type III analysis is represented in the regression analysis

in the Schwen study. More sophisticated forms of analysis have been referenced

above.

In summary, the authors have argued for an enlarged view of the analysis

procedure, moving fro:n the procedures which assume learning to be a univariant

phenomena to more complex procedures based on the assumption that learning .s

17
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a multivariant phenomena. The analysis procedures are recommended in the thematic-

principle domain and requires multivariant analysis of the cognitive processes;

related mediators and appropriate aptitudes.
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